
Oak Class Spring 1 Farming

Farm, fruit, vegetables, farm animals, meat, grains, dairy, factory

LIFE Skills (PSHE) LIFE Skills (ICP) LIFE Skills (RE) LIFE Skills (Zones of Regulation)
VIP’s
I know how to build a fabulous friendship
I know how resolve conflict when falling out
I understand what bullying is?

Prepare a snack / Drink (Fun with Food)
I can make bread (Week 2)
I can make a stir fry
I can make chocolate chip cookies

How do Jews demonstrate their faith through
communities?
I know the story of Moses
I know Pesach represents the Passover
I can explore the Seder meal
I know some food is Kosher
I know what Sukkot is

Caution Triggers ahead
I know what a trigger is
I can identify my own triggers
I can identify ways to manage my triggers

English Maths Science Geography/History
Outcome: Non Chronological Report
Text: How did that get in my lunchbox.
I can keep a food diary
I know how bread is made
I know how cheese is made
I know how Vegetables (tomatoes and carrots)
are grown
I know how fruits (apples and oranges) are grown
I know how chocolate is made

White Rose Maths
Money
Multiplication and division

Plants (light and dark)
I know parts of a plant
I know what plants need to grow
I can investigate light and dark
Living things and their habitats
I can identify habitats in my local area
I know how habitats impact the food animals
eat
I know how energy is passed from one
animal to another (foodchains)

Countryside and farming
Skills:
I know where food comes from (UK food
map)
I know how farming has changed
I can identify different types of farms
I know where different food is grown around
the world.
I can explain how food is transported across
the world.

PE Art/D&T Computing Educational Visits
Dance and Movement
Skills:
I can complete a sequence using apparatus
I can jump in different ways
I can weight bear in different positions
I can complete a bridge and Japana
I can complete a point balance abaresque
I can complete a teddy bear roll

Landscapes
Skills:
I know how to draw the horizon line
I know bigger details looks closer
(perspective)
I know smaller details appear further away
(perspective)
I can differentiate between background
and foreground
I can create a landscape using acrylic paint

Data
Skills:
I can create an impressionist painting using
2Paint a Picture
I can create a pointillistic painting using
2Paint a Picture
I can create a Piet Mondarin inspired line
drawing using 2Paint a Picture
I can create a William Morris inspired
repeating pattern using 2Paint a Picture
I can create a surreal ecollage using 2Paint a
Picture

● Farming??

● Reeaseheath?

● Walton gardens#

● Sainsbury’s?




